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ABSTRACT: Link block is a block structure widely existing in webpages. Existing approaches to link blocks recognition generally suffer from two drawbacks: 1) they are designed only aiming at link blocks of physical structure, and even only aiming at specific link blocks of block-level elements; and 2) the discovery and recognition of link blocks are based on analyzing HTML tag trees, consequently, often leading to high computing cost and thus making them fail to deal with the diversified non-standard webpages on the Internet. To this end, in this paper we propose the concept of logical link blocks and then present an effective approach to discover and recognize logical link blocks from webpages. In the approach logical link blocks are recognized through scanning HTML codes and calculating the distance between adjacent links, and then two distance thresholds are used to determine the final logical link blocks. As a result, the approach not only can be free from the limits of specific block-level link blocks, but also can greatly improve the robustness as the analysis on HTML tag trees is no longer required. Finally, experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, which not only provide a new way for the recognition of logical link blocks and text extraction, but also can be applied in other web information processing and mining fields due to less demanding for particle size control of link blocks.
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1. Introduction

World Wide Web is a super-large complex network constructed by a variety of links between webpages. Thus, links play a key role in web information organization, display, page navigation and so on. A Web crawler realizes the traversal crawl on the Internet based on links between webpages, and Internet users rely on the links between webpages to realize the cluster reading of the contents with the same topic. Links in webpages are usually organized according to different particle sizes. The finer the particle size of link blocks, the higher the topic correlation of links, i.e., with the increasing of block particle, the topic cohesion of link blocks gradually weakens. As shown in Figure 1, the page can be classified into three link blocks when the requirement of the particle size is fine. However, it would be regarded as one link block when the requirement of the particle size is not fine, and the use of the whole link block is navigation. In relevant studies of link blocks, the requirements of the fine degree of link blocks would change with different research objectives. In the analysis of link blocks, the requirement of the particle size usually is fine, for example, the link extraction of specific topic. However, in other
unspecialized studies on link blocks, the particle size requirement is not high, for example, the text extraction of webpages.

In terms of technological implementation, visual blocking usually corresponds to some block-level HTML tag elements such as `<div>` and `<table>`. Consequently, existing studies on link blocks focus mainly on this situation. However, considering the variety of web design technology and implementation, the implementation of visual blocking is not always realized by block-level HTML tags. Instead, it may be realized by inline HTML tags. Therefore, the implementation model of link blocks used by designers cannot be known in advance. It needs to be based on the elaborate analysis on HTML tag attributes, which brings a lot of trouble to some automation applications based on massive web data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work already done in this field. Section 3 presents an approach to realize the discrimination and recognition of logical link blocks. In Section 4, experiment results of the approach are reported and discussed. Section 5 Concludes the paper.

2. Relevant Studies and Problems

Studies on link blocks have a long history and many webpage blocking or extraction methods have been proposed. In Literature [2], the webpage extraction methods were divided into 5 categories, i.e., 1) wrappers for content extraction, 2) template detection for extracting content, 3) content extraction using machine learning, 4) content extraction using visual cues and/or assumptions and 5) content extraction based on HTML features and/or statistics. These five features also can be applied to the blocking of webpage link blocks. Among them, the universality of wrappers for content extraction and template detection for extracting content method are poor and they usually need manual work and timely renewal and maintenance, consequently making them time-consuming and labor-consuming. Considering these factors, some researchers propose wrapper algorithms without template support or human supervision and have achieved good results[9-5]. Content extraction using machine learning needs proper training sets and appropriate features[6], so it is difficult to work without human supervision. VIPS[7] is a typical content extraction using visual cues and/or assumptions method, which owns high accuracy but its requirement of webpage analysis is too fine and the calculation is time-consuming. When it is used to deal with numerous non-standard webpages, the accuracy and robustness are difficult to be guaranteed. Moreover, if widely-used CSS[8] is adopted to control the visual presentation effects of HTML tags, relevant CSS still needs to be analyzed, which finally will lead to huge analysis tasks and lacking program robustness. Content extraction based on HTML features and/or statistics mostly are relevant to some heuristic rules[9,12,15,23] or statistical laws, whose university needs improvements.

Besides, researchers also put forward some extra methods, for example, a fuzzy-neural network[10] for the page blocking and MSS[11] page blocking method. Although relevant methods are various and have their respective features, we can conclude that relevant algorithms of link blocks recognition are basically based on HTML tag trees[12-16,21,22] or DOM[17]. Other methods are also generally based on the HTML tag trees[18,19].

Furthermore, in relevant studies of webpage blocking, some of them only specific to block-level HTML tags, for example `<div>` and `<table>`. Due to diversity and power of table function[20], webpage layout, modification and content organization in the early stage are almost indispensable and correspondingly some literatures only consider webpages specific to table layout and fail to distinguish tables for layout and tables for content organization[21]. Specific to table-designed webpages, Son[21] distinguished and identified the two functions of tables. Experiments
Current blocking algorithms of link blocks, especially various HTML tag tree-based methods, require webpages to obey strict standards. These strict standards include both HTML tag grammatical norms (for example, marriage relation of HTML tags) and norms of semantic design aspects (for example, if users see block-shaped contents on the browser, their corresponding codes are usually block-level tags, such as <div> and <table>; if users see titles, their corresponding codes are usually h1 and h2 and other tags with title significance). In fact, in massive webpages, quite a few webpages don’t observe HTML tag grammatical norms and semantic design norms. Although non-standard HTML tag grammars can be corrected by some existing webpage standardization programs, the accuracy is difficult to guarantee. The correcting difficulty of semantic design norms is larger. This determines that various methods based on HTML tag trees can achieve good results only in two kinds of environment such as standard web pages and nonstandard webpages with the ability of easy correction, i.e., for those haphazard web pages, they will fail to work.

Many existing relevant studies on webpage processing generally regard the corresponding code block of a block-level HTML tag as a block. This processing mode can greatly improve the processing effects of massive webpages, but in face of numerous and complicated webpages, this processing mode may bring about two consequences, i.e., misjudgment or detection error. For example, in many webpages, there are many non-block level advertisements. In the research field of webpage text extraction, these advertisement links cannot be detected according to the traditional block-level mode, shown as Figure 2.

**Definition 1 (Code distance).** The code distance between arbitrary two HTML tags refers to the length of all contents between HTML tag end mark of the former HTML tag, “>”, and the HTML tag starting mark of the latter, “<”. In the calculation of this paper, the attributes of each HTML tag shall be firstly removed and then the calculation of code distances can be implemented, for example, after the removal of HTML tag attributes, <A id=m>ABC</A>, we can obtain <A> ABC </A>.

**Definition 2 (Text distance).** The text distance between arbitrary two HTML tags refers to the length of all texts between HTML tag end mark of the former HTML tag, “>”, and the HTML tag starting mark of the latter, “<”.

However, the calculation of text distance shall obey the following rules. (1) English and other letters take a word as a statistical unit, namely, one word length is noted as 1. (2) Chinese and other characters take one single character as a statistical unit, namely, the length of one Chinese character is noted as 1. (3) Number takes one complete digit as a statistical unit, namely, the length of one complete digit is noted as 1. For example, the length of Bei Jing 2008 is noted as 3. (4) Date string takes the whole date as a statistical unit. Namely, the length of a complete date is taken as 1. For example, the length of March 8th, 2014 is noted as 1. (5) The statistical rule of punctuation marks is the same as that of Chinese. If several adjacent punctuation marks are the same, the length is noted as 1.

**Definition 3 (Link distance).** It refers to the distance between two adjacent links in webpages. Link distance can be measured by code distance or text distance.

Code distance: namely, the code distance between the former link “</a>” and the latter link “<a>”.

Text distance: namely, the text distance between the former link “</a>” and the latter link “<a>”.

**Definition 4 (Logical block).** It refers to the continuous code area constituted of at least one and adjacent or nearby HTML tags. Logical block may be an HTML tag block or combined HTML tag block constituted of several adjacent or nearby HTML tag blocks and each HTML tag included in the logical block is not required complete and neither necessarily block-level HTML tag. Shown as Figure 3, A and B are two adjacent HTML tags, so they constitute a logical block. A1 and A2 both belong to the adjacent child-HTML tag of A, they also constitute a logical block. A2 and B1 belong to different parent HTML tags, but A2 and B1 are adjacent. Through the latter half code of A and the former half code of B, A2 and B1 can finally be a continuous code region. Thus, it is a logical block.

**Definition 5 (Logical link block).** Suppose the number of links in one logical block is noted as $C_{link}$ and the distance between adjacent links in the logical block is noted as $d_{link1}$, $d_{link2}$, $d_{link3}$. If this logical block satisfies the

![Figure 2. Non-block-level embedded advertisement links](image)
following conditions, it is called a logical link block.

\[ C_{\text{link}} > = C_t \]

\[ \max (d_i) < d_t \]

Where, \( C_t \) represents the minimum link number in link blocks; and \( d_t \) represents the maximum distance between adjacent links. It means that to be a logical link block, the link number shall be no less than \( C_t \) and the distance between adjacent links shall be no more than \( d_t \).

The discovery of logical link blocks can be realized through scanning webpage codes from front to back and calculating the distance between adjacent links of the discovered links. When the distance is lower than the threshold \( d_t \), record the link number and continue to scan afterward until the distance between adjacent links is over \( d_t \). Judge whether the present accumulated link number exceeds \( C_t \). If so, it indicates that the discovery of one link block ends and the discovery of the next link block starts. The advantage of this discovery approach lies in that there is no support of HTML tag trees, which means there is no need to cost massive computing resources on the analysis of HTML tag trees. This further avoids various problems of analyzing numerous and complicated codes lacking in standards.

At present, there is no available evaluation index about the recognition results of logical link blocks. This paper proposes two indexes, i.e., link coverage ratio (LCR) and code coverage ratio (CCR).

\[ \text{LCR} = \frac{C_{\text{BlockLinks}}}{C_{\text{PageLinks}}} \quad \text{CCR} = \frac{L_{\text{Block}}}{L_{\text{Page}}} \]

Where, \( C_{\text{BlockLinks}} \) represents the total link number in logical link blocks that have been recognized; \( C_{\text{PageLinks}} \) represents the total link number in the webpage; \( L_{\text{Block}} \) represents the total code length of the logical link blocks; \( L_{\text{Page}} \) represents the webpage code length.

4. Experiment Design and Result Analysis

4.1 Experimental Objectives

The following experiments aim at verifying the validity of the above-mentioned recognition approach of logical link blocks and exploring the effects and characteristics of this approach in case of processing index-type and content-type webpages.

4.2 Experimental Schemes

The original web data in the following experiments are randomly crawled from the Internet through program and two modes are adopted for sampling. 1) Manual screening. The webpage data of manual screening are from 20 well-known web portals, such as NetEase, Sina, Chinanews, etc. 16 index webpages (a portal's home page) and 40 content webpages (detail page about one subject content, such as a news page, a blog page, a video display page, etc.) are selected from each website, in total 1,120 articles. 2) Random drawing. There are 184 index webpages and 1,024 content webpages that are randomly drawn, in total 1,208. Because webpage text extraction may be the most potential application of logical link blocks, different types of webpages are selected as many as possible when screening content webpages, including both long articles and short articles, both pure-text pages and pages with pictures and videos.

The experiments are divided into two groups. Each group respectively adopts code distance and text distance as the distance measurement indexes between links to test the link block recognition of index webpages and content webpages under different parameter configurations. For the convenience of the following expression, the link distance threshold based on text distance is noted as \( d_{t}^{t} \) and the link distance threshold based on code distance is noted as \( d_{t}^{c} \). The experimental parameter configurations of two groups of experiments are as follows.

First group, suppose \( C_t = 3 \). In case of text distance, \( d_{t}^{t} = \{5, 10, ..., 60\} \); in case of code distance, \( d_{t}^{c} = \{10, 20, ..., 120\} \). Second group, suppose \( C_t = \{2, 3, ..., 12\} \). In case of text distance, \( d_{t}^{t} = 40 \); in case of code distance, \( d_{t}^{c} = 80 \).

4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

1) Influences of \( d_{t}^{t} \) on webpage link blocks
For any webpage, it is not difficult to imagine that with the increasing distance threshold, $d^t$, the adjacent links will be easier to be involved in the same logical link block and the logical link block will be larger. In case of given total links, the number of logical link blocks will be less and correspondingly, the covered total links and code areas accumulated in each link block will be more, namely, the higher LCR and CCR will be. The experimental data in Figure 4 prove this. Among them, the subscripts, $m$, $r$ and $a$ in each figure respectively represent the manual group, the random group and the corresponding index of all data.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that, (1) index webpages contain numerous links, but pure texts in index webpages are extremely few. In no-pure text or area with extremely short text interval, all links will be involved in the same logical link block. Thus, when text distance is taken as link distance, the logical link blocks are extremely few, especially when $d^t$ increases. (2) Manual sampling data are from portals with large webpage volume and complex structure. Due to abundant presented information and contents as well as complex columns, links are numerous. Most webpages in the random group are of normal size and the presented contents are relatively few and the columns are simple. Thus, the links are few. Furthermore, because webpages in the random group are relatively small and the long texts are few, the logical link blocks are extremely few, especially when $d^t$ increases. (3) In index webpages, when $d^t = 5$, LCR is over 90%, indicating that the number of pure texts with the length of over 5 in the index webpages is few. These are the well-known conditions. Namely, various links are spread over index webpages, but hardly over pure texts. (4) When $d^t < 20$, there is a significant difference of CCR between the manual group and the random group and the difference of LCR curve is relatively small. The reasons are as follows.

When LCR is raised to a high level, isolate links or link blocks will become less. If $d^t$ increases, its major function is to combine the small logical link blocks separated by some long texts into larger link blocks, instead of bringing isolate links or link blocks into logical link blocks to increase LCR. It manifests the phagocytosis effect of other codes out of links. In the merging process, logical link blocks become fewer and the original middle areas between logical link blocks are wholly brought into the new logical link blocks. Although no or few new links are involved in logical link blocks in this process, which may increase LCR, the involvement of codes in middle areas between logical blocks can significantly increase LCR. (5) Comparing LCR curve and CCR curve, it can be known that when $d^t \geq 20$, LCR basically maintains unchanged; while when $d^t \geq 45$, CCR will remain unchanged. This means that in index webpages, when $20 \leq d^t \leq 45$, the major contribution caused by the increase of $d^t$ manifests on the phagocytosis effect of non-link codes; when $d^t \leq 25$, the increase of $d^t$ can synchronously swallow links and codes between links, further manifesting the synchronous rise of LCR and CCR. (6) Comparatively speaking, the logical link blocks in the random group are easier to be influenced by $d^t$. The major reasons lie in that firstly the webpage links in the random group are few on the whole, usually falling between dozens and hundreds while portal webpages in the manual group usually contain thousands of links. Smaller cardinality of links makes it easier to be influenced. Secondly, pure texts in webpages in the random group are extremely few, the increase of $d^t$ can rapidly cluster originally small logical link blocks into larger ones. Thus, logical link blocks are decreased dramatically, leading to the fluctuation of logical link blocks in the random group is more obvious.

Compared with index webpages, the experimental results of content webpages show a significant difference. (1) The number of logical link blocks significantly decreases, which is mainly caused by different functions of content webpages and index webpages. Index webpages undertakes the navigation function, including more links as much as possible to bear abundant information as much as possible. While content webpages focus on contents on one topic, which may be text, picture or video. These topic elements occupy numerous space, so the
number of links decreases dramatically, furthering leading to the number of the final logical link blocks decreasing dramatically. When $d^i_t$ is large enough, the number of logical link blocks in webpages basically maintain between 2 to 3, among which mostly are 2. Namely, links before and after webpage body texts are respectively divided into one logical link block and in total there are 2 logical link blocks. Due to this feature, this method provides one new means for the extraction of webpage body texts. However, when dealing with Wikipedia, whose body texts are distributed various normal hyperlinks, extra judgments need to be done. In consideration of that common advertisement links are external links or realized by redirection, we can avoid misjudgment by judging whether hyperlinks direct or redirect to other sites. Of course, if judgments can be made through the context of link words and grammar and semantics, accuracy rate will be higher. This issue is not the focus of this paper, so here is no further explanation. (2) The difference of experimental results between the manual group and the random group is not significant. In the experimental results of index webpages, logical link blocks in random blocks are far smaller than those in the manual group. However, difference in content webpages varies slightly. Thus, it can be seen from content webpages, webpages in the manual group and the random group own similar structural features and textual features. (3) CCR significantly decreases. This mainly lies in that in content webpages, non-link blocks (for example, body texts) occupy sizable space and volumes of content webpages are far less than those of index webpages. (4) In the discovery of logical link blocks, body texts of webpages can be well preserved except pages with extremely short texts. This indicates that recognition method based on logical blocks can be applied to the text extraction of webpages. The recognition of logical link blocks needs no complex analysis on webpages and is free from the influences of irregular codes, which makes the text extraction method based on logical link blocks more robust and deserves further study. (5) For isolate links sporadically in texts of content webpages, distances between them are too far to be involved in link blocks, namely, the integrity of text blocks is free of influences. If the distances between links are short (shown as Figure 2), the method in this paper can classify them into logic link blocks and further correctly remove advertisement links embedded in texts. However, the traditional block recognition method based on block-level element cannot realize this. But if some isolate links happen to be close to an embedded advertisement area in texts, this may result in misjudgments. When $d^i_t$ is small, the occurrence probability of this case is low. With the increase of $d^i_t$, the occurrence probability of this case will increase. This phenomenon needs further study and shall be avoided by more consideration or more exquisite factors. Specific to content webpages, the experiment results are shown as Figure 5.

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. Influences of link distance threshold, $d^i_t$, on logical link blocks-content webpages

2) Influences of $d^c_t$ on webpage link blocks

When text distance is taken as link distance, $d^c_t$ is used to calculate texts between adjacent links. In webpages with few texts or with many texts which are dispersed into short text fragments, if the text is not long enough (namely, it cannot reach the threshold), the segmentation effect will fail to work, which may lead to adjacent links being classifying into the same logic link block. When code distance is taken as link distance, codes and texts synchronically segment logical link blocks. This means that webpages are segmented into more logical link blocks with code distance as link distance. At the same time, middle areas between link blocks also increase, which may lead to the decrease of CCR. Experiments prove that the above analysis is true. Compared with results in Figure 4, it is easy to see that in case of adopting code distance, the number of link blocks significantly increases while CCR and LCR decrease significantly. This phenomenon is especially significant when the link distance threshold is small. Results are shown as Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that when $d^c_t$ is small, and the number of link blocks in the data of the manual group is far more than those of the random group. With the increase of $d^c_t$, the difference between them gradually reduces. When $d^c_t > 90$, this difference hardly exists. This
means that in index webpages, the code distance between adjacent links basically falls in 90 whether in index webpages in portals in the manual group or regular index webpages in the random group. It is not difficult to see that the smaller $d^c_t$ is, the finer the segmentation of webpages is. Otherwise, the larger $d^c_t$ is, the rougher the segmentation of webpages is and the easier it is to highlight the macro structural features of webpages. Thus, whatever the size of the webpage scale is, there are certain similarities in macro structure, which is of great significance in some studies. This feature also exists in experiments specific to content webpages.

Similar to experimental results based on text distance, CCR specific to content webpages is significantly lower than that of index webpages and there is no significant difference in other aspects.

3) Influences of $C_t$ on webpage link blocks-text distance

In the recognition process of logical link blocks, the link number threshold $C_t$ determines the minimum link number of one logical link block for a logical block. Under the condition with determined $d^c_t$ ($d^c_t$ and $d^t_t$), the smaller $C_t$ is, the easier it is for each logical block to satisfy the threshold conditions and become link blocks in the scanning and discovery process of logical link blocks and the more the total links that are involved in each link block are. The involvement of numerous links shall absorb more codes between links correspondingly. The corresponding LCR curve and CCR curve respectively reflect high LCR and high CCR. On the contrary, the larger of $C_t$, the more difficult to define a logical block as link blocks with the limit of the link number.

A logical block may contain a large number of links, but if the number of links is lower than $C_t$, it still cannot be regarded as a logic link block. Thus, more links fail to be classified into logical link blocks. Correspondingly, LCR and low CCR are low. At the same time, because many quasi-link blocks are abandoned, the number of the total logical link blocks decreases. The experimental results prove the above conclusion, shown as Figure 7.

Figure 6. Influences of link distance threshold, $d^c_t$, on logical link blocks-index webpages

It can be seen from Figure 7 that logical link blocks in the manual group are significantly influenced by $C_t$, while logical link blocks in the random group do not change sharply. The reason lies in $d^t_t = 40$ in this experiment. However, most webpages in the random group seldom have pure texts with the length of over 40, which lead to the fixed segmentation points of logical link blocks in webpages no matter what $C_t$ is. In other words, few pure texts with length of over 40 act as segmentation point. It is not difficult to deduce that if $d^t_t$ is small, this kind of pure texts will gradually increase and logical link blocks also present a large fluctuation. The experimental results

Figure 7. Influences of link distance threshold, $C_t$, on logical link blocks-index webpages
have proved this deduction.

Comparing the experimental results of content webpages and index webpages, major differences mainly manifest on, (1) few logical link blocks, basically below 4. This is mainly because pure texts in content webpages almost are clustered. Sometimes isolated hyperlinks occur in texts, but they may be too far to be involved with other link blocks. This exactly maintains the completeness of text blocks. Again, this demonstrates that text extraction method based on logical link blocks is feasible. If \(d'_t\) keeps increasing, it may result in some short text blocks being classified into link blocks. (2) Logical link blocks present flat slide with the increase of \(C'_t\) and there is no sharp fluctuation of link blocks in case of small \(C'_t\). The reason lies in the fixed number and positions of long texts in content webpages. In case of large and determined \(d'_t\), however \(C'_t\) changes, it is long texts that play a key role in the segmentation of logical link blocks. The clustered long texts in content webpages determine that when \(d'_t\) is large enough, most content webpages are classified into two link blocks, one link block before a body text and one link block after a body text. This conclusion has been proved in the experiment. (3) When \(C'_t\) is small, LCR of content webpages is basically flat to LCR of index webpages. However, with the increase of \(C'_t\), the difference between LCR of content webpages and LCR of index webpages gradually increases. The reasons are as follows. In index webpages, link distribution is relatively intensive and uniform; while in content webpages, links are scattered. For example, links present scattered distribution in pages with few links in a body text, especially in blog pages and forum pages with some comments. When \(C'_t\) is small, if scattered links are not far from each other or can occur in cluster form (typically are links about poster information around each reply in blog or forum), they are still regarded as logical link blocks. With the increase of \(C'_t\), more and more small link areas in cluster are excluded out of link blocks due to not satisfying the requirement of the minimum link threshold \(C'_t\) and the adjacent link cluster also may be excluded due to the cutting-off of some texts. This condition is very few in index webpages. (4) CCR is far lower than index webpages. The essential reasons are large-length topic text blocks in content webpages. These text blocks basically are not involved in logical link blocks, which leads to significantly lower CCR of content webpages than those of index webpages. (5) LCR in the manual group is significantly higher than that in the random group. The major reason is stated as (3) that some longer posted articles in blog pages or forum pages usually have the segmentation function on pages. Due to these long posted articles, logical blocks with the link number lower than \(C'_t\) cannot be classified as link blocks and further numerous links are abandoned. At last, LCR is decreased and correspondingly CCR is decreased. These phenomena can hardly be found in portal news pages in the manual group. (6) CCR in the manual group is significantly higher than that in the random group. The major reasons are as follows. First, pages in the manual group usually are longer than those in the random group. However, in terms of the length of body texts, there is no significant difference between them. According to the computation formula of CCR, it is easy to observe that this can lead to lower CCR of content webpages with short length. Second, stated as (5), the segmentation of some long posted articles can lead to lower CCR.

Figure 8. Influences of link distance threshold, \(C'_t\), on logical link blocks—content webpages

4) Influences of \(C'_t\) on webpage link blocks—code distance
In terms of the experimental results of index webpages, the differences between the approaches based on code distance and text distance mainly manifest on three aspects. (1) Link blocks based on code distance are more. Reasons are the same with the above and here is no need to repeat. (2) Lower CCR and LCR. Reasons are the same with the above and here is no need to repeat. (3) The difference in the number of logical link blocks between the random group and the manual group is not significant.
In terms of experimental results of content webpages, the differences between code distance-based method and text distance-based method are similar to those of index webpages.

**Conclusion**

Logical link blocks proposed in this paper extend the meaning of link blocks. The approach proposed in this paper avoids the indispensable analysis process of HTML tag trees in the traditional link block recognition, which means there is no need to cost massive computing resources on analyzing HTML tag trees and no various problems of analyzing numerous and complicated codes lacking in standards. Moreover, the discrimination rules of logical link blocks are simple and need no complex calculation. With once scanning of the webpage, the recognition of logical link blocks can be completed synchronically. The approach owns fast speed and strong anti-interference performance and it can better adapt to non-standard designed webpages. Also there is no requirement of high-link topic cohesion in link blocks. All these determine the potential application values of this method in text extraction of webpages and a bright application prospect in webpage information processing fields with lower fine particle sizes requirement of link blocks.
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